
Chapter 19:My Genes Evolve

Infinitely

SHADOWS IN THE NIGHT

"You... don't come here!"

The brown-haired kobold had a trace of horror in his eyes, and he turned and ran.

However, after he didn't run two steps, Lu Yuan caught up with him, struck him with a

sword across his neck, and killed him.

glanced at the corpse on the ground, Lu Yuan took a deep breath.

This is the first time he has killed a wise creature.

But after all, I have experience in killing graystone beetles, so there is no discomfort.

He was very happy instead.

Who let these two kobolds hunt him down before?

After the death of the two kobolds, something slowly appeared from the void.

are some spirit crystals and gray stone armor.

These are the gains of the two kobolds entering the land of origin this time.

If you die and go out, the harvest will not be able to be taken out, and it will fall out of the
war pattern space.

Lu Yuan is a bit regretful. The genetic weapons of these two kobolds were not obtained

this time, otherwise, there will be a large income.

The cheapest genetic weapon is tens of thousands.

Although Lu Yuan was a bit disappointed, he soon recovered.

He picked up the spirit crystals and gray stone armor dropped by the two kobolds, and
counted them a little.
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There are 45 spirit crystals, and the number of gray stone armors is the same.

This is more than the graystone beetle he has gained for a day.

Lu Yuan put the things away.

Won a windfall in vain, and Lu Yuan is in a good mood.

……

While Lu Yuan was counting the harvest, the four elves hiding in the distance fell into

silence at this moment.

"Gulu..."

Kobold Ahuang glanced at the two kinsmen lying on the ground and couldn't help
swallowing.

"Old, boss, shall we go?"

The corners of the elf boss's mouth twitched, and he couldn't help but slapped Ah Huang

on the head:

"Go ahead! You want to die, you go!"

Ahuang held his forehead and shook his head repeatedly:

"No, no no no, I don't want to die."

The human man is still looking at Lu Yuan’s direction, with shock in his eyes:

"Is this man really a newcomer? The newcomers are so fierce now?!"

The tall and thin elf glanced at the human man and said:

"The same is human, the gap is really big."

The human man's mouth twitched, and he argued: "This person must be a child of a big

family! Otherwise, how could his strength be so strong? He must have burned the

extraordinary genes, and he still has that kind of strong extraordinary genes, maybe I'm
an elite level. I'm just an ordinary person, how can I compare with others?"



"During the apprenticeship stage, isn't it also capable of recording elite genes? You can't
burn it for you."

The tall and thin elf curled his lips.

"Then you can?"

"..."

The tall and thin elf stopped talking.

"Okay, stop arguing, let's go! This person probably packed up his things and doesn't leave
again. If he is found, he might be in danger."

Hearing what the Elf boss said, the three of them immediately recovered, and they

secretly left in a direction away from Lu Yuan.

……

killed two kobolds, and Lu Yuan continued to hunt down the graystone beetles while

absorbing the spirit crystals.

After burning the transcendent gene, Lu Yuan absorbed the spirit crystal faster.

Almost a breath can absorb a spiritual crystal.

The spirit crystals contributed by the two kobolds before were all absorbed by Lu Yuan in
a short time.

This also made Lu Yuan discover a problem.

That is, after burning the elite gene, he needs to consume a lot more spiritual power every

time he refines the gene chain.

If it had been before, with so many spirit crystals, his tempering degree might reach 10%.

But now it's less than 3%.

This means that Lu Yuan wants to refine his genetic chain to perfection, he needs more

spiritual power, and he needs to hunt more graystone beetles.

Fortunately, Lu Yuan now has a very low difficulty in hunting graystone beetles.



Moreover, with his current strength, he can even go to other areas to hunt down fierce

beasts and obtain more spirit crystals.

I'm afraid it won't take long this time, so I won't run around. I'll talk about it next time.

Just as Lu Yuan was thinking, he felt an abnormal movement in his consciousness.

In the white mist, the light gate appeared again.

Lu Yuan felt the suction from the light gate, and wanted to ** him in.

And the suction is getting stronger and stronger.

There was a faint look in Lu Yuan's eyes, and it was almost 24 hours.

I have gained a lot this time, and Lu Yuan has no resistance to suction.

Consciousness entered the light gate and was in a daze for a moment.

When Lu Yuan came back to his senses, he had already returned to his simple room.

He looked out the window, the night was shrouded in darkness, and the neon lights were

still flashing in the distance.

Lu Yuan took out the phone again and checked the time.

It was nine o'clock in the evening when he entered the land of origin, and it was eleven

o'clock now.

Two hours passed.

The time flow of the place of origin is different from that of real time, as stated in the

post.

After determining the time, he stopped thinking about it.

Lu Yuan made a fist, feeling the power surging in his body.

The power of genes that were previously recorded in the land of origin is also brought
out.

The corners of his mouth lifted up, showing a slight smile.



The first step is not bad, although it is a bit dangerous, but the foundation has been laid,
and it is still good.

In general, he took off.

Lu Yuan went to the bathroom to take a shower, then sat cross-legged on the bed, and
continued to use the guidance technique to practice.

Lingjing had already been absorbed by him before, and now naturally he can only

practice with the guidance technique.

Lu Yuan discovered that after recording the elite genes, he absorbed aura much faster

than before.

Of course, the speed of absorbing spirit crystals is still incomparable.

better than nothing.

It's okay anyway, you can't go wrong with your hard work.

……

Time passed, and after twelve o'clock, the darkness outside became a lot thicker.

In the corner of Lu Yuan's room, a dark shadow gradually appeared.

That is a strangely twisted shadow.

After the shadow appeared in the darkness, it slowly approached the landing edge.

quietly.

After the shadow approached Lu Yuan, it followed Lu Yuan's chest and slowly spread into
Lu Yuan's body.

Lu Yuan who was cultivating suddenly felt cold all over his body, and a feeling of nausea

and chest tightness suddenly appeared.

He shook suddenly, his whole body's spiritual power surged wildly, and the combat skills

of the black iron body spurred him.



There are deep black iron lines on the surface of his body, and the lines spread along the

neck to the sides of the cheeks, and there are two more black iron marks on both sides of

the cheeks.

The body of black iron revolves, his physique and defensive ability skyrocketed, and the

shadow was squeezed out of Lu Yuan's body screaming.

Lu Yuan opened his eyes and looked at the weird shadow that was distorted and
dissipated in the dark, his pupils shrank and his scalp numb.

My XXXX? !

What the ** is this? !

In the last piercing scream, the shadows turned into black smoke and disappeared.

Lu Yuan still did not relax his vigilance, stood up, turned on the light, and looked around.

In this simple and small room, everything is business as usual, and the weird shadow just

now seems to have never appeared.

"What it is?!"

Lu Yuan sat down on the bed, frowning, his heart lingering.

‘If you hadn’t just obtained the body of black iron before, you might not be able to get rid

of that ghost, even if it’s not cold? ! and many more…'

Lu Yuan's body shook, his eyes widened:

"Where did you experience the nausea and chest tightness?"

Lu Yuan frowned and thought, then suddenly he thought of something.

When I first crossed, when my predecessor remembered the last time, he died suddenly

because of the feeling of tightness in the chest? !

That feeling is very similar to his current feeling.

Lu Yuan's scalp exploded.

Is this special...



Could it be caused by that thing, right? !

Lu Yuan felt strange before, why did UU read www.uukanshu.com his predecessor was in

good health, and why he died suddenly.

So this thing turned out to be a ghost? !

The predecessor was just an ordinary person, how could he provoke such a weird thing? !

Lu Yuan is a little dazed.

Then, he remembered something.

Alienation event!

Is it the alienation event that the predecessor encountered before? !

Many years have passed, but the alienation incident actually appeared on him again? !

Lu Yuan frowned and felt a little nervous.

Although the dark shadow turned into black smoke and dissipated, Lu Ze felt that the

thing was probably not dead.

I'm afraid it will appear later?

He felt a little heavy.

If you know something about this, Lu Yuan can think of a way to find some

countermeasures.

But the problem is that he doesn't know anything about that weird shadow.

The unknown is often the most frightening.

The only thing that made Lu Yuan a little relieved was that his body of black iron was still
very defensive, as if it could withstand the attack of the black shadow.

What he can do now is to continuously improve his strength and temper the genetic chain.
The stronger the genetic chain is refined, the stronger the body of black iron will be, and
he will be safer by then.



Lu Yuan took a deep breath, calmed down, sat cross-legged on the bed again, and began

to practice.

But this time, Lu Yuan didn't turn off the lights.

That ghost really scared him, he was a little afraid to turn off the light.

is a bit like when he saw the Grim Reaper pupil when he was a child, and saw the man in

black.

Psychological shadow!

淦!

Fortunately, he has money now, and he doesn't care about the electricity bill.

Lu Yuan finally found a little psychological comfort.
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